How a classic car
enthusiast solved the
spare parts dilemma
When automotive engineer and classic car enthusiast Wouter Wolfs found a 1970s
Classic Mini to restore, he struggled to source parts. By using 3D printing and DSM
additive manufacturing materials to make new parts, he cut costs, reduced production
time and improved engine performance. Several years later, the original 3D printed parts
are still working.
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“As an automotive engineer and classic car enthusiast, the problem is availability of parts.
Reproducing them at high cost is okay if you’re restoring a very special racing car, but for
most of us, it’s a challenge. With 3D printing, parts can be made quickly, with easy design
changes, at relatively low cost. That, along with additive manufacturing materials from
DSM that are heat, fuel and vibration resistant, is so valuable.”



Wouter Wolfs, Classic car enthusiast & owner, Wolfs Engineering

Challenges
Wolfs Engineering is a part-time automotive engineering
business created by Wouter Wolfs, an automotive engineer
and motoring enthusiast in the Netherlands. A common
issue in the automotive industry, sourcing spare parts has
been a constant problem. Wouter encountered this when
he found a 1970s Classic Mini car he wanted to restore and
convert for the racetrack. He struggled to find air intake
manifolds for the engine. Secondhand parts were too rare
and expensive and remanufacturing them too costly.

intake manifold parts produced using Novamid® ID1070 are
still in the engine and performing like the original parts.
The parts cost four times less than remanufacturing. Opting
to 3D print these parts also saved Wouter weeks of time.
Restoring and testing an engine often requires several
changes and iterations. Novamid® ID1070 also improved
this process since the parts needed were reproduced
quickly and required minimal tooling and post processing.

“I saw 3D printing as a potential solution to sourcing spare
parts. We tried seven different materials, but none were
right. Some were good against heat but couldn’t withstand
the fuel, while those that handled fuel well could not stand
the heat,” says Wouter. “There must be a company that
makes a fuel and heat resistant material. If we can solve
that challenge, then it could open up and transform the
cost and ease of repairing and restoring classic cars and
other areas of the automotive industry.”
Solution
Through a business contact, Wouter was introduced to
Switchtec, a 3D-printing specialist and DSM business
partner. Switchtec suggested Novamid® ID1070, a highquality material ideally suited to harsh automotive
environments and applications. Novamid® ID1070 is a
polyamide 6 filament developed for demanding, underthe-hood automotive applications. It is a very ductile,
strong polymer suitable for harsh environments and high
temperatures up to 150°C. It also offers excellent
layer-to-layer adhesion, strength and toughness compared
to other 3D printing materials.
Switchtec used Wouter’s designs to produce the intake
manifold parts using Novamid® ID1070. After a few design
iterations, the products were fitted to the Classic Mini
engine with a seven-port cylinder head.
Wouter says, “We used Novamid® ID1070 because it is heat
and fuel resistant and it’s strong enough to withstand
high-speed engine vibration. The material is also easy to
work with, so designing the intake, creating and
positioning bolt holes and then physically fitting them to
the cylinder head was very straightforward.”
Benefits
Wouter has now restored the Classic Mini and has been
driving and racing the car for several years. The
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Wolfs Engineering is also using Novamid® ID1070 to
produce other parts such as velocity stacks, or intake
‘trumpets’, that sit on a car hood. Wouter discovered
that better airflow with the new intake manifolds and
the design of the velocity stacks improved engine power.
He tested the car on a rolling-road in the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom and found power had increased
by almost 10 percent.
Wolfs Engineering has developed several restoration engine
sets incorporating 3D printed parts made with Novamid®
ID1070. These are being sold to other automotive
enthusiasts and professional rally car racing teams around
Europe and Australia.
The business has teamed up with a Mazda car restoration
specialist. Mazda cars have rotary engines and intake
manifold parts on these engines are expensive and
almost impossible to find. Wouter is helping to design
new parts and is planning to produce them using
Novamid® ID1070. Once developed, this engine solution
will be sold to Mazda specialists worldwide.

